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BASIC PROPERTIES OF RESTRICTED LINEAR SPACES 
Jim TO-M-EN 
A systmrtk study d restricted linear rpaccs, as dctked in the text, is started in !his 
paoet by detetmlni~ the number of pvinrm on the next to “kmpest” line as a function 
of the mmbm d points in the space. In the ptoces a new charrctctizatbn d finite i3f- 
fke plms i$ @en. 
A hew qwce wit1 be defined (as in [ 5,8]) as a SC$ of elements, called 
p~inis, of which certain subsets, called Linus, are diktinRuish4 so that 
the f&owing axioms hold: 
I( LS- 1) Any two distinct points u, u belong to exactly ant common 
line 2.4~. 
(LX) Every line contains at least two points. 
In talking about linear spaces, WC shall use such terms and expressians as 
“cdincar”‘, “concum:nt”, “meet of two lines”, “&in of two points”, 
% line (passing) through a point”. “a point (lying) on a line”, and ‘Ywo 
lines rr:ksing (each other)” without mu& further ;uSo since they are al- 
most &f-explanatory. A iinear space with at most one line will be called 
trivial, an4i a non-trivial linear :;pace with all its points but one collinear 
a ~~~r-pancil. If a linear space has a finite number of ph?ints, it will be 
call& afi’rrirtr lincrar S?MZC~ (=F/.S). In this case p wi.0 denote the number 
of points ;xnd y the number of tines. By a mtrictcd liwur spwe (=kKy) 
we shall mean a non-trivial FLS satisfyiQg 
One may nolice that ny affin: or projective plane of finite order is an 
RLS. For the reeder who is interested in the sequence of events leading 
to the study of RLSs, I would refer him to the survey given in [8]. 
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